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The August Meeting

      There was a nice turnout at the July meeting.
All  tracks  were in  service  and busy with  some
unusual and different trains running.  Dennis was
quite  proud of  his  recent  acquisition  (which  he
attempted  to  convince  everyone  that  it  was  his
last  purchase-and  it  was,  at  least  until  his  next
purchase  which  would  then  become his  last),  a
fine  looking  MTH MoPac  passenger  set.   Pete
brought an MTH Aerotrain with about six cars.
And Robert Streeter was showing off a set of Red
Cross cars.  Lots of action.

The Boring Talking Part

      Flyers were available and distributed for our
November  swap  meet.   Everyone  is  urged  to
distribute  copies  especially  at  any  upcoming
meets.  The event will be in the upcoming TCA
news  bulletin  and  a  copy  has  been  sent  to  the
Division Secretary for the Division newsletter.

 Lou
Eggerding reported that a committee of the club
met and developed a report on constructing 
new lighter and easeir  to move modules for the
club so that the existing modules won’t have to be
moved.  The recommendation is for construction
of 32” x 40” modules; all alike.  The end units to
be  placed  at  90  degrees  to  the  others.   Each
module  will  be  built  similar  to  the  S  gauge
modules with 1/8” hardboard covered with foam.
Regular tubular track will be used with two 072
loops and one of a smaller size (054?).  The track
will not be fastened down and will be laid down
when the modules are set up, and removed when
the  modules  are  disassembled.   White  plastic
lightweight  folding  tables  will  be  used  as  the
support  for  the  layout  rather  that  the  type  legs
used on the S gauge layout.

      A motion was made and seconded that Lou
should proceed to buy the materials and that the
members would meet to build the modules.  The
motion was passed unanimously.  
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Module Construction

      On Saturday, August 15, a large group of the
club members arrived at  Lou Eggerding’s home
to  begin  construction  of  the  new  modules  (see
photos  below).   The  two  Lou’s  had  all  the
necessary  lumber,  hardboard  and  foam.   An
assembly  line  was  set  up  to  cut  the  lumber,
assemble  the  frames,  install  the  hardboard  and
glue on the foam.  By the time we broke for lunch
all the pieces were cut and drilled, and five full
modules were stacked up.  Carol Eggerding had
made up some lunch and the group attacked it.
The day was shaping up to be quite warm so after
lunch Lou suggested we call it a day.  He said that
the two Lou’s could easily finish up.  

      Since that time several of the group are on the
hunt  for  tubular  track  and  the  necessary  light
weight  tables  needed  to  support  the  modules.
After the track and tables are aquired we will do a
test setup out on Lou’s driveway to work out the
kinks.

      Lou said that as of Saturday he had spent
about $150 for all the materials.  It looks like the
tables  will  likely be most  expensive part  of the
project.

Speaking of Meets

      Here are a few events that are coming up in 
the near future.   

Saturday, September 12
10 AM to 3 PM
Boeing Meet
Queeny Park
St. Louis, MO

Saturday, September 19
10 AM to 3 PM

  Route 66 train show
  Pacific Eagles Hall 
  707 W Congress St

            Pacific, MO 63069

Saturday, September 26
9 AM to 3 PM

  Ozark Model RR Association
  Remington’s
  1655 W Republic Rd

           Springfield, MO 65807

The Next Meeting

      The next regular meeting will be Wednesday,
September  2nd.   See  you  there.   Bring  some
trains to run.
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